Think Life
A great small ambulance

Neo design
Profile Neo is extremely well suited
to its purpose. It is packed with
practical details in the places where
you have always wished them to be.

We have combined the features
of a large ambulance with a
compact chassis. The result
is Profile Neo, which our
customers have helped to
design.

Ergonomic working space
You can reach the most essential equipment from
your seat, with your three-point seat belt fastened.
The paramedic’s table is also more practical and
versatile than ever before.
The asymmetric shape of the ceiling leaves the most
space over the head. Free working space is provided
also with the placement of the oxygen hoses, which
hang down from the ceiling, thus remaining as out of
the way as possible. The oxygen bottles are behind
the left sliding door in the five-door model, and at the
back of the patient-care compartment in the four-door
model.
A pleasant care environment
You can adjust the lighting in accordance with
the situation. A pleasant blue trauma light and
a soft indirect light that makes the patient feel
more comfortable are standard features. Efficient
ﬂuorescent lights and spotlights are used as working
lights. The patient compartment is equipped with
efficient ventilation and automatic temperature
adjustment.
Improved electrical system
The intelligent electrical system takes care of an even
larger number of routine procedures than before.
New features include monitoring of the temperature
and oxygen level of the incubator, stepless ventilation
control, and outdoor temperature display. The DINsized operation panels save space in both the cabin
and the care compartment.
Elegant looks
The design of Profile Neo communicates modern and
efficient care. An essential part of the ambulance’s
elegance is the integrated signal lights. If desired, a
touch of luxury may be added with individual details.

Ajattele elämää

Neo is economical, ergonomic, easy
to wash, and as simple to drive as a
passenger car. This nimble ambulance
can enter small yards and narrow
roads – going wherever someone needs
your help.

Neo cleanliness

Neo safety

Beauty has a purpose. Profile
Neo is easier to keep clean.

Profile Neo was born to rescue.
The feeling of safety helps you
to concentrate on your job in all
situations.

Easy to wash inside and out
Profile Neo lacks corners and crevices, which are
difficult to wash. The ﬂoor is seamless and watertight,
so it may be sluiced with plenty of water.

Safe sitting and standing
Profile Neo was created for hectic situations. Rails in
all the right places facilitate coming in and going out,
and the ﬂoor coating prevents slipping.
You can be seated with your seat belt fastened and
still reach both the patient and the most essential
equipment.

Neo agility
Profile Neo is at home on forest
roads and in the alleys of a big
city alike.
Practical size
Profile Neo is a fine example of what ambulances
were originally invented for: bringing help to the
patient instead of bringing the patient to the helpers.
The conveniently sized and nimble Profile Neo takes
you to the patients, wherever they are.

Practical, comfortable work environment.

Rails.

Practical upper cabinets
Items can be removed with ease from the upper
cabinets. They can’t fall on the patient, since the
doors are hinged at the bottom. When open, the
doors function as a table without blocking the light.
Safety partition options
The partition is available with a manhole or a sash
window.

All you need is within reach.
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Upper cabinets.

Neo ecology
Profile Neo burdens nature as
little as possible, both in use and
afterward.

Recyclability and fuel savings
Profile Neo is environmentally friendly: recyclable
materials have been used in several places. It also
saves money, as the aerodynamic design reduces fuel
consumption.

Oxygen bottle locations.

Intelligent electrical system.

Integrated signal lights.

Neo range for
the Volkswagen
Transporter chassis
Profile elevation (4–5 doors)
Wheelbase: 3400 mm
External height: 2420 mm + load variation
External length: 5291 mm
External width with mirrors: 2242 mm
Internal height: 1785 mm
Internal width: 1377–1544 mm
Internal length: 2578 mm

Storage space at the back.
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Two stripes at the front
The two stripes are a sign of uncompromising good
work that combines the experience of paramedic
professionals and top-quality Profile product
development, design, and technological knowhow. Genuine enthusiasm spurs us ever onward
– to respond to the challenges encountered by our
customers and to create entirely new solutions. This is
how some of the world’s best ambulances are created.
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